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In dealing with the topic of “governing the future”, it is fundamental to understand how different practices define justice in content as well as in processual sense. Premises of justification can be seen as essential indicators of the future direction of societal decision-making in governance networks, as well as in determining whose realities play a part when defining future imaginaries. We are dealing with a complex entity and we need to ask whether a future as such can be distinguished from how it is produced in different governing practices? I would also like to emphasize that the concept of ‘governance’ needs to be taken under careful scrutiny. Governance has not replaced government, as most often both of these management logics are present simultaneously. This is creating tensions within the public sector. My comments to the issues presented in Rhys Jones’ article (in this issue) are grounded in planning theory and my ongoing research concerning justification of new spatial planning practices in the Nordic countries.
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I thank Rhys Jones (2019) for an inspiring text. My comments to the issues presented in the article are grounded generally in planning theory and specifically in my research project Justification for agreement-based approaches in Nordic spatial planning: towards situational direct democracy? (JustDe). JustDe research connects with the themes of regional development and equality. The project investigates, in a Nordic comparative framework, how new agreement-based practices of city-regional strategic spatial planning include and exclude actors and groups, how administrative planning processes define and demarcate what is considered necessary knowledge, and how these practices enable situated political agoras. Through these issues, our aim is to answer the question concerning the ways in which different actors justify the logics of these strategic, territory-spanning planning practices. These justification premises can be seen as essential indicators of the direction societal decision-making in governance networks is taking in the future, and whose realities may play a part in the knowledge practices of planning.

In dealing with the topic of “governing the future”, how different practices define justice in content as well as in processual sense is a fundamental issue. For example, agreement-based approaches in spatial planning, while defining actors based on relations, issues and situations, and swiftly crossing administrative territories, utilize seemingly technocratic inclusion and exclusion that, in reality, is
deeply political. Nevertheless, in the absence of clear legitimacy of such approaches, the actors are forced to justify themselves through indirect attachment to territorially defined representative democracy and institutional administrative structures. I see that this incoherence of action defines the justification of societal decision making in a manner that does not fulfill the preconditions of either representative or direct democracy (see also Bäcklund et al. 2018). This is why it is important to ask what kind of operational governing modes become acceptable in the public sector, and why.

I see that when it comes to governing the future and the spatial justice it produces, we are dealing with a complex entity, where the different parts also interact. Can a future be distinguished as such from how it is produced in different management practices? The future cannot be known, but the future is thought to be based on different things and phenomena that are believed or desired to happen in the future. For example, in planning research the future is seen to be depicted through spatial imaginaries (Davoudi 2018). Spatial imagining always involves the naturalization of certain things, that is, denial of their political nature. In governing the future, there needs to be a starting point, an image, idea or issue, to be anticipated. The ways of governing the future can equally produce the future they are trying to manage, not just react to an already existing one. Urbanization and city-regionalization in general are typical of public administration rhetoric in which things just “happen”, and administrative practices must be able to react to them in the future. The question about whose imaginaries of the future are dominant, unwanted or undesirable deals profoundly with spatial and social justice.

Concerning the spatial dimension of governing the future, one of the starting points is that planning is inevitably focused on a limited and defined spatial dimension. Jones' (2019) article pointed out the way in which administrative practices – planning at this point can be thought more broadly as a practice of steering public action – are based on established spatial scales (national, regional, local) and at the same time define what phenomena are central to these scales. An issue that is important at national level is not necessarily noteworthy locally – and vice versa. The latter was presented through a concrete example by Jones: an issue of language, the meaning of which varies locally in individuals’ experiential realities.

As we are discussing future governance practices, I would also like to emphasize that the concept of ‘governance’ in itself does not eliminate the fact that there are still ‘governments’ that operate according to their own logic in governance networks (see, for example, Mäntysalo & Bäcklund 2017; Bäcklund et al. 2018). Governance has not replaced government, as both logics are present simultaneously. The tension between governance networks and bureaucratic government in spatial planning can be seen, for example, in the tensioned positioning of public-public partnerships within the state apparatus. According to our research, for instance state-backed agreement-based city-regional planning practices in Finland are conflicting with statutory planning processes and creating gray areas regarding conformance to legislation. Hence, public administration should be accurately conceptualized when dealing with its role in governing or even directing futures: are we talking about one or many actors and rationalities?

There were also good examples of internal government ambivalence in Jones' (2019) article. Particularly interesting were the personal experiences and perceptions of officials concerning the extent to which they have the opportunity to learn to see and do otherwise in their work. I consider such an approach, namely the application of the concept of experiential knowledge to the analytical treatment of public administration, to be of great importance (cf. Bäcklund et al. 2014). The conception of an individual as experiencing her/his environment, as well as of the knowledge concepts that guide individuals and groups in collective decision-making, is strongly linked to the foundation of hermeneutical interpretation and understanding. Thus, I see that action in public administration is a construct of various practices and their interpretations. These interpretations also define the logics of justification of these practices. This field of study is not well portrayed in human geography, yet the thematic is highly relevant, since it combines the issues of how individuals make sense of their world and how societal questions are defined and managed inside public sector activities based on those individual, but intersubjective, interpretations.

I wish to call for more empirical research into different societal contexts and different actors’ viewpoints concerning this ambiguity inside public administration. International knowledge transfer has been significant in the appearance of these new practices, yet failures to carefully adapt the new
practices into new contexts may lead to unintended consequences (Healey 2007; cf. Stead 2012). This is a particularly important point of departure in the Nordic countries, having a self-image of peripherality in European and global contexts. This has prompted accelerated attempts – especially for the metropolitan city-regions – to ‘catch up’ in the international competition, often with hastily adopted concepts and practices that do not ‘ground’ into local realities (cf. Smas & Schmitt 2015).

I see that contemporary spatial planning discussions concretize well the challenges of governing the future from the point of view of justice. Following Deweyan pragmatist thinking that has later been addressed in planning theory by for example John Friedmann, I hold that planning deals with the linkage between knowing and (organized) action. Planning is a mode of governing that always includes/excludes certain actors and logics of knowledge/knowing – hence also different issues. Our interest in JustDe lies in those processes that define and reproduce the subject matter of planning, and the justifications of the processes. From this starting point, we are studying the new forms of governance and democratic practices as important components of spatial development within the situated public sector constructs that produce spatial and territorial (in)equalities. With the appearance of ‘strategically’ redistributive planning practices that target localities unevenly and selectively, the democratic underpinnings of planning and public governance are seen to be under threat of erosion in an unprecedented manner (Bäcklund & Kanninen 2015; Mäntysalo et al. 2015; Bäcklund et al. 2018).

When discussing the content and modes of governing for the future, I like to use the concept “politics of knowing” (Bäcklund 2007) that refers to conceptualizing knowing as an active deed, which means actively making choices about what things are worth knowing – and what the definitions of legitimate knowledge are (Bäcklund et al. 2014). In this respect, the main questions deal with what kind of interpretations of knowledge and knowledge management practices are utilized to justify planning and plans. The tension between the so-called objective knowledge, perceived as factual, and interpretive knowledge impedes the formation of a common understanding concerning what kind of information, in general, is necessary regarding the issue in question (e.g. Davoudi 2012). For example, should the city-regional planning issues be focused on and “technicalised” into economic growth and competitiveness, if the consequence is remarkable narrowing of what is considered appropriate knowledge (see also Swyngedouw 2009; Purcell 2013).

Like many future-oriented activities of envisioning and planning, the agreement-based processes “invite” actors to “ready-made tables,” thus leaving the agenda-setting power hidden. The outcomes may be presented as flowing naturally from the premises, not requiring political contemplation. Allmendinger and Haughton (2012) point out that this does not mean conflict has been cast away. It is likely to be just more intricately “choreographed”: smokescreened, sidetracked, located elsewhere or marginalized (cf. Beveridge 2012; Kanninen 2018). This means depoliticizing both the form and content of the process. Such action points at a democratic ideal of deliberate, situational selectivity. From its own viewpoint, this sort of democracy is equally catering for the good of the involved “us” as is representative democracy for the good of all “citizens” (Bäcklund et al. 2018; cf. Ranciere 1995).

What is just and democratic in the future? The relevant starting point for the analysis of justice in the future could incorporate the democracy-theoretical and politico-philosophical views of Mouffe (2000), concerning agonistic confrontation as an integral part of societal action. Even if Mouffe’s theoretical standpoint has been criticized (e.g. Roskamm 2015), also communicative planning proponents are accepting the agonistic approach as the best fit for planning situations (e.g. Innes & Booher 2015). Agonistic undertaking of differences also needs a public sphere to enable politicization of issues, which is well portrayed by Jones’ (2019) article. Thus, planning conflicts can be seen desirable – not problematic – for the development of democracy (Hillier 2003; Bäcklund & Mäntysalo 2010; Kanninen et al. 2013) and justness (Fainstein 2018), insofar as they, in the spirit of agonism, create spaces that advance democracy, diversity and equity.
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